ADR Information & Links

**ADR Systems**  
[www.adrsystems.com](http://www.adrsystems.com)

ADR Systems has provided mediation, arbitration and other alternative dispute resolution services since 1994. Based in Illinois, ADR conducts mediations and arbitrations at its Chicago office and at other locations throughout the United States upon request.

20 North Clark Street, #29  
Chicago, Illinois 60602  
312-960-2260  
Toll Free: 800-423-7010

**Center for Conflict Resolution**  
[www.ccrchicago.org](http://www.ccrchicago.org)

The Center for Conflict Resolution (CCR) is an independent, not-for-profit organization with a mission to work with individuals, communities, courts and other institutions to manage and resolve conflict. Since 1979, CCR has accomplished this mission by offering pro bono mediation services and conflict management training to Chicago area institutions, organizations and businesses.

11 East Adams Street  
Chicago, Illinois 60603  
312-922-6464

**JAMS**  
[www.jamsadr.com](http://www.jamsadr.com)

JAMS was founded in 1979 and is the largest provider of alternative dispute resolution in the world. JAMS panelists resolve multi-party, complex cases in virtually all areas of the world.
Resolute Systems
http://resolutesystems.com/Specialties/CondominiumHOADisputes.asp

Resolute Systems, LLC provides mediation, arbitration, ADR training, and consulting services to its clients throughout the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. Established in 1988, Resolute maintains a panel of over 2,800 mediators and arbitrators who resolve thousands of civil disputes annually.

150 South Wacker Drive
Suite 2650
Chicago, Illinois 60606